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Abstract—Technology advancement, major investments and
mainstream interest have reignited the prospect of autonomous
driving, nevertheless, the achievement of reliable perception is
still an active research topic. This article examines a technique
for simplifying path planning and control algorithms by reducing
spacial dimensions to two, i.e. by acquiring a Bird’s-Eye View
(BEV) image. This article aspires to facilitate novel perception
fusion approaches by specifying a geometric approach for inverse
perspective mapping (IPM), construction of composite BEV of
the vehicle, giving suggestions for implementation and propos-
ing coherent, BEV-based approach for perception fusion. The
proposed geometric IPM approach for BEV image acquisition is
suited for simulated environments with limited knowledge of the
camera’s intrinsic parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The technology advancement, major investments and main-
stream interest in upcoming autonomous driving applications
have led to a major research interest in all aspects of au-
tonomous driving, especially the aspect of reliable perception
[1], [2]. Although AI-based algorithms bear the potential for
a variety of applications [3] including autonomous driving, a
robust overall perception model of an autonomous vehicle is
still open for discussion.

One prospect of achieving improved safety of autonomous
systems is fusing data of different kind of sensors and per-
ception algorithms. Although, in mainstream media it has
been famously stated that autonomous vehicles can manage
autonomous functions without using LIDARs, it is still sug-
gested that wide and global adaptation of autonomous vehicles
still would need to compensate for shortcomings of different
sensors [4].

We examine a technique for approaching path planning and
control challenges by reducing the spacial dimensions to two,
usually this approach is referred to as a Bird’s-Eye View (BEV)
or Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM) of camera images.

Although IPM can be realised by a trivial matrix multi-
plication and even described with a look-up-table (LUT) for
better performance, by performing the geometric analysis of
camera image projection to two dimensions we can account for
and compensate for the instabilities in suspension, accidental
movement of the camera and to enable real-time data fusion
with other kinds of sensors, e.g. LIDARs.

In this paper, we describe in detail the geometric reasoning
of IPM and propose a novel, reduced in terms of known
camera’s intrinsic parameters, IPM approach, give recommen-
dations on the implementation of the algorithm, show results of
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) setup and propose an approach
for perception fusion which is based on the composition of
multiple BEV images.

II. RELATED WORK

In [5], a real-time automotive surround view camera system
is presented to allow for a driver to see a BEV of the vehicle.
Assuming the ground being a 2D flat surface, the authors used
a calibration pattern placed on the ground to perform lens
correction and to align a camera pair to each other, therefore
they did not need to know exact camera’s extrinsic parameters
nor intrinsic parameters to acquire the BEV image.

An FPGA implementation for BEV image generation using
high-level synthesis was presented in [6]. The authors pro-
posed their own IP core to perform perspective transformation
and generate a BEV image. They used polynomial approxima-
tion of the image transformation function, i.e., homography
matrix, which was implemented in the FPGA. Homography
matrix is used to warp the image perspective to a BEV, but it
must be noted that the homography matrix coefficients must
be found through a calibration process by placing a calibration
image in the scene. Their proposed IP core’s results were
compared to a full software solution to evaluate the precision
loss due to the use of fixed point number representation and
the approximation of the transformation function.

In [7] a method for using multiple cameras to acquire a
composed mosaic BEV is proposed. The author is combining
a single BEV image of the Region of Interest (ROI), which
is observed by multiple cameras from different perspectives.
Most notably, the author is proposing to evaluate each cam-
era’s instantaneous sampling rate of the ROI to determine,
which camera’s perspective should be used in the final BEV
image. One camera’s BEV is selected as the reference frame
while a mapping function is required to align images from
other camera’s to the reference. Homography transformation
was used to transform the perspective image to a BEV image.

Adaptive IPM algorithm to acquire a BEV image was
presented in [8], which used visual simultaneous localisation
and mapping (SLAM) algorithm to correct for the distortion



caused by incorrect assumption of camera’s extrinsic parame-
ters. Their geometric IPM approach assumes that the intrinsic
parameters of the camera are known as well as the extrinsic
parameters as they are used in the acquired camera image
transformation to a BEV image. Additionally, SLAM was
utilised to infer from the camera images the change in its pitch
angle relative to the ground as it changes due to the movement
of the vehicle. By using the acquired pitch angle change in
IPM, the BEV image was corrected from the distortions.

Stabilisation of IPM algorithm utilising vanishing point
detection is presented in [9]. Pre-processing of the image is
used to find the lane markings which are then used to find the
point at which they seemingly converge, i.e., the vanishing
point. With this knowledge it is possible to determine the
extrinsic parameters - pitch and yaw - of the camera, therefore
stabilisation and dynamic adaptation of the IPM is possible.
Their IPM approach involves the use of a homography matrix
to transform the acquired perspective image to a BEV image.

As it can be seen in the related work, the previous ap-
proaches are concerned with real-world image processing
where it is possible to calibrate the used camera and acquire
the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Most of the previous
work utilises homography matrix to transform the acquired
images to a BEV image, which is suitable when you can
calculate the homography matrix coefficients by placing a
calibration object on the ground plane and warp the camera
image to the BEV perspective.

As in the simulated environments or during an actual ex-
ploitation of the vehicle where sensor placement can be altered
by mechanical forces and suspension fluctuations, on-the-fly
re-calibration of the cameras is not possible and geometrical
model of IPM is favoured. Furthermore, BEV images from
different cameras can be fused with other perception data to
create a coherent view of vehicle’s surroundings, which is
further fed into the path planning and trajectory generation
algorithms and brings a modular unified model, which can
be improved over time while not impairing the control of the
vehicle. This paper aims to present a more generic approach
to perform IPM to acquire a BEV image of an area of interest
by limiting the knowledge of the camera parameters only to
its image resolution and Field of View (FOV),

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Inverse Perspective Mapping

The general assumption for the acquisition of bird’s-eye
view (BEV) images using inverse-perspective mapping (IPM)
is that the area of interest is assumed to be flat. This as-
sumption is reasonable when it comes to performing IPM on
an image of the road around the vehicle. In the proposed
geometric IPM approach we assume that we have at least
one of the camera’s FOV angles available (as the other one
can be inferred from, for example, the known one and image
resolution) and its extrinsic parameters (the height and the
relative angle to the scene). We also assume that the camera
has no roll against the scene at this moment as this can
be corrected independently. In Fig. 1 a 3D geometric model

Fig. 1. 3D geometrical representation of inverse-perspective mapping to
acquire a bird’s-eye view from a camera (created using GeoGebra)

of how the camera is positioned and how it perceives the
flat ground and the scene is shown to help explain the used
transformation principles.

Another assumption is concerning the camera itself; the
pinhole camera model is assumed with the pinhole as point
A in Fig. 1 and the camera’s sensor plane is marked with
text. The image of the scene on the camera’s focal plane is
flipped, but we can look at the unflipped image of the scene
or the camera’s virtual image when we look at the rectangular
pyramid AI ′H ′L′K ′ [10]. The rectangle I ′H ′L′K ′ is the
virtual image of the camera, with which we get a reference
plane for the actual image the camera is “seeing”. We can
use this reference plane to map the points of interest from
the scene (BEV image points) to the actual image from the
camera as the pixels of the image can be mapped directly to
the reference plane, e.g., point M ′ from point E′.

As it can be seen in the Fig. 1, the reference plane can be
mapped to another rectangle IHKL. This rectangle is of the
same scale as other objects in the scene, therefore it is essential
for the transformation of the scene points into camera’s image
points. With the aforementioned rectangle we can view the
rectangular pyramid AIHLK, which is similar to the pyramid
AI ′H ′L′K ′ and shares the same angles. This means that the
rectangles IHLK and I ′H ′L′K ′ are just scaled versions of
each other, therefore we can map the rectangle IHLK directly
to the input image and look for the input image pixels on it,
e.g., the length of the segments KL and IH is mapped to the
width of the input image in pixels and, similarly, the heights
KI and LH are mapped to the height of the input image
in pixels. Therefore, if we find the location for the searched
points from the scene in the rectangle IHKL, we can calculate
where it will be in the input image.

The flat ground plane of the BEV image is the xy-plane of
the Fig. 1. In the figure, we can see that on the ground plane
lies segment KL, which is a projection of the lowest border



Fig. 2. Side view of Fig. 1 for calculation of row input image pixels from
the longitudinal distance

of the input or camera’s image plane K ′L′, therefore segment
KL draws a border of the visible scene in the input image.

To start off, we look for the input image pixels from the
perspective of the output image or BEV image. The BEV
image can be viewed as a defined area of which we are
interested with defined pixel resolution and defined metric
dimensions of the area, therefore each pixel of the BEV
image can be viewed as an elementary square with defined
dimensions in the actual scene’s ground plane.

Point E is the point of interest (POI) in the BEV image,
which is in the center of the elementary square, and we are
looking for the input image pixel in which we can see this
point. To find the input image pixel corresponding to the POI,
we first split this task in two parts - finding the corresponding
row and then the corresponding column of the input image.

To find the row of the input image pixel corresponding to
the point E, we can look at the Fig. 2, which is the side view of
Fig. 1. Point E′ is the projection of the point E on the y-axis
(as can be seen in Fig. 1). As it was previously established,
the segments KI and LH can be mapped to the height of
the input image as well as the segment CB, therefore in the
Fig. 2 we are looking at cross-section, i.e., the triangle ABC
in order to find the input image’s row corresponding to the
BEV image point E′. The segment AE′ is the projection of
the segment AE on the triangle ABC and the point M is an
intersection of the segments AE′ and CB. Therefore, to find
the corresponding row, we need to find any distance related
to the point M and the segment CB.

First, we want to calculate the angle α and length AD as
they will aid us in calculating the distance MD with which
we can get the row of the input image. We assume that
the distance OE′ is known or can be calculated from the
knowledge of the POI distance in the scene and the camera’s
extrinsic parameters. For example, if the POI distance in y-
direction is referenced from the lowest border of the mapped
image plane KL, then the distance CE′ is known. As for
the distance OC, we can calculate it by utilizing the known
extrinsic parameters of the camera - we know the height at
which it is positioned OA and we know the angle ∠OAD as
it is the tilt or the pitch angle of the camera. To get the angle

OAC:
∠OAC = ∠OAD − ∠FOVV /2 (1)

where ∠FOVV is the vertical FOV angle of the camera. After
that we calculate the length OC:

OC = OA tan∠OAC (2)

Now that we have OC, we can find ∠OAE′ and then
calculate ∠α:

∠α = ∠OAD − ∠OAE′ = ∠OAD − arctan
OE′

OA
(3)

To find the needed length of MD, we first need to find the
lengths AD and AC:

AC =
√
OC2 +OA2 (4)

AD = AC cos∠FOVV /2 (5)

MD = AD tan∠α (6)

As it was previously established, the segment CB is pro-
portional to the height of the image, therefore CD is half the
height. With this we can define a proportionality coefficient
kv:

CD = AC sin(FOVV /2) (7)

kv =
imgH/2

CD

[px
m

]
(8)

where imgH is the height of the image. By multiplying the
calculated lengths on the segment CB with kv , we can get
the row of the input image ri:

ri = kv ·MD (9)

where, as in this case, MD is the distance from the middle of
the image, therefore in this case we add imgH/2 to calculated
ri.

Now we have calculated the row of the input image ri in
which we can see the POI of the BEV image. The calculated
point rarely points to a pixel directly, therefore interpolation
can be used to find the exact value. Most trivial method
of interpolation would be to just use the whole part of the
calculated row as this gives the index of the row in the input
image. Usually, nearest-neighbour interpolation is assumed as
the easiest interpolation method and is most used for a crude
result as it rounds the calculated numbers to the nearest integer
value.

Now we can find in a similar manner the column of the
input image ci. To find the column of the input image, let’s
find the length of segment NM , which will be proportional to
the pixel offset from the image centre (Fig. 1). To put this into
another perspective for easier observation, the reader can look
at Fig. 3. Segment PQ, on which lies the segment NM , is of
the same length as the segments KL and IH , which, as was
previously noted, are proportional to the width of the input
image. First we’ll consider the triangle EAE′ as it shares the
angle ∠EAE′ with the triangle NAM , from which we can
find the length of the segment NM .



Fig. 3. Top view of Fig 1 for calculation of column image pixels from the
lateral distance

First we need the length of AE′:

AE′ =
√
OE′2 +OA2 (10)

As for the length EE′, it is already known as it is the distance
from the y-axis or defined from the POI in the BEV image. The
angle ∠EAE′ can be found with the following expression:

∠EAE′ = arctan
EE′

AE′ (11)

Now that we have the shared angle ∠EAE′ between of
the two triangles EAE′ and NAM , we can calculate the
segment lengths associated to the triangle NAM . Now we
need to calculate at least one length from this triangle to
further calculate the needed length of NM . From the previous
calculations we can use the known angle ∠α and the length
MD to calculate AM , which will lead us to NM :

AM =
MD

sin∠α
(12)

NM = AM tan∠EAE′ (13)

Now we have to find the proportionality coefficient kh for
the horizontal direction. As we can see from the top view
in Fig. 3, the angle ∠FOVH is only known in the middle of
the pyramid AIHLK and it is not the same on the sides
of the pyramid, therefore we need to find the length AD as
with it we can calculate DF , with which we can calculate the
proportionality coefficient kh:

AD = CD cot∠FOVV (14)

kv =
imgW /2

DF
=

imgW /2

AD tan(∠FOVH/2)
(15)

Now we can find in which column from the middle is the
pixel that we are looking for:

ci = kv ·NM (16)

Just as before, the pixel we calculated might be between
multiple pixels, therefore we need to either interpolate between
the neighbouring values or use the value of the closest pixel.

Fig. 4. Common coordinate frame for the fusion of the BEV images

B. Common Coordinate Frame for a Unified Bird’s-Eye View

As the IPM transformation is only performed concerning
the camera, it has no relation to the relative location of the
camera against the vehicle. To acquire a vehicle-centred BEV
image, a common coordinate frame is considered for the BEV
perception of the environment around the vehicle (see Fig. 4).

The common coordinate frame or the Region of Interest
(ROI) is defined as vehicle-centred BEV image of the area
around the vehicle, which is acquired by using multiple
cameras and their individually acquired BEV images. The ROI
has a defined metric area around the vehicle with width W
and height H . Additionally, this area is split into a grid with
grid element dimensions ∆x and ∆y for the width (x-axis)
and height (y-axis) respectively. The grid will correspond to
the acquired vehicle-centred BEV image’s pixel grid.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the vehicle is in the centre of
this proposed frame with four trapezoids around this vehicle,
which indicate the visible field of an individual camera. The
trapezoids have overlapping areas, therefore some form of
image fusion is required.

When IPM was discussed in Section III-A, the acquired
BEV image from a single camera was relative to the bottom
border of the acquired perspective image, thus, every cam-
era has it’s own relative coordinate system x′Oy′ (Fig. 4),
therefore we need to perform translation of coordinate axis to
map individual camera’s BEV images relative to the vehicle’s
coordinate system xOy.

The translation of the coordinate axis is performed by
subtracting the location of the camera in the vehicle coordinate
system and the distance OC or the distance from the camera to
the bottom line of the camera’s BEV image from the absolute
coordinates of the vehicle coordinate system:

v′x = vx − xcamera (17)
v′y = vy − ycamera −OCcamera (18)



As for the rotation, the yaw angle ∠θ of the camera is used
to rotate the coordinate axes:

v′′x = v′x cos∠θ − v′y sin∠θ (19)

v′′y = v′x(− sin∠θ) + v′y cos∠θ (20)

This vehicle-centred approach provides room for additional
sensor data to be fused together with the BEV images for im-
proved perception of the environment surrounding the vehicle
if the sensors in mind are calibrated against the vehicle itself
as the common coordinate frame is relative to the vehicle’s
centre.

C. Bird’s-Eye View Based Fusion

One of the key suggestions of the BEV concept is to employ
it as a baseline for the perception fusion. Firstly, camera
images prior to IPM are processed by a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) which performs semantic segmentation. This
CNN categorises each pixel in a number of different classes,
e.g. road, road marking, traffic sign, vehicle, motorcycle,
pedestrian, etc.

At this point mapped and stitched semantic images produce
a coherent BEV which already can be used for trajectory
planning. Nevertheless, to improve on the performance char-
acteristics of the vehicle, output of other perception modules,
i.e. RADAR object detection, LIDAR object detection, traffic
analysis, can be mapped on top of the produced BEV.

To find out more on the composition and implementation
of a such autonomous driving concept, please refer to [11].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The proposed geometric IPM method is evaluated in CarLA
(Car Learning to Act) - an open-source simulator based on
Unreal Engine 4 for autonomous driving research [12], in
which it is possible to setup a cameras with a defined acquired
image resolution and its FOV.

The acquired data from the simulator are sent to NVIDIA
Drive PX2 platform, where the developed algorithms for
autonomous driving are deployed and are evaluated in a HiL
manner. The PX2 processes the data and sends its vehicle
commands back to the CarLA to execute them in the simulated
environment.

To achieve higher processing performance of the proposed
IPM method, it is performed beforehand, and the mapping of
the pixels from the input image to the output or the BEV image
is stored in a Look-Up Table (LUT). The LUTs addresses
correspond to pixel indices of the output image while the LUTs
values correspond to the indices of the input image, therefore,
it is possible to iteratively fill the output image with the
matching input image pixels without extensive calculations.

This physical setup is a part of the Car-in-the-Loop tests
performed with the EDI Drive-by-Wire car [11]. To emulate
the actual sensors used in the in the vehicle - Sekonix SF3325-
100 - the CarLA camera sensor resolution is set to 1928x1208
(2.3M pixels) while horizontal FOV is set to 60°.

V. RESULTS

The proposed geometrical IPM approach is first evaluated
with a single simulator camera image shown in Fig. 5. As it
can be seen in the figure, the acquired BEV image (on the right
of the Fig. 5) looks like a top-down view of the perspective
view of the scene (on the left of the Fig. 5). The scene is from
CarLA map Town04, the coordinates of the camera sensor -
(384.5; -52.8), it is fixed on a test vehicle in the simulation
environment with it’s height above the ground 1.79 m, pitch
-10°, yaw -90°.

Fig. 5. BEV image (right) acquired using the proposed geometrical IPM
approach on a CarLA simulator image (left)

As it can be seen in Fig. 5, the quality of acquired IPM
image decreases as the distance from the camera increases.
This is due to the perspective view of the camera for the
objects further away from the camera. As points in the scene
are further away, the individual pixel of the camera sensor
corresponds to larger area in the scene, therefore the acquired
BEV image exhibits jagged lines for road markings further
away from the camera. The jaggedness can be reduced if
interpolation is used as a processing step when performing
IPM.

Fig. 6. BEV image (right) acquired using the proposed geometrical IPM
approach on camera image taken on a EDI DbW Car test drive in Teika,
Riga, Latvia (left)

To further evaluate the proposed IPM approach, in Fig. 6 the
images taken on a test drive with EDI DbW Car ( [11]) are
processed to acquire a BEV image of a real-world scene. As
can be seen in the acquired BEV image, the approach can be



used on real-world images as well as the simulated ones. Both
Fig. 5 and 6 show how the objects are obstructing the view of
the flat ground, nevertheless, this does not obscure the directly
feasible driving region. For more advanced manoeuvres, this
obstruction can be taken into account by utilising other per-
ception modules.

In standalone tests the LUT generation takes 545.0 ms (σ =
4.5 ms), while the application of the LUT for a single input-
output image pair approximates to 3.1 ms (σ = 21 µs).

BEV image fusion with multiple simulated cameras is
presented in Fig. 7. The simulated front and back cameras have
FOV = 60°, but side cameras have FOV = 120°. The proposed
common coordinate frame utilising a simple fusion algorithm
of just filling in the BEV images from individual cameras
would serve as the baseline for further perception fusion.

Fig. 7. BEV image fusion to a common image frame around the vehicle

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a detailed derivation of an IPM algorithm
based on geometry and pinhole camera model for the acquisi-
tion of BEV images. The proposed IPM approach, comparing
to previous work, can be utilised in cases where the camera’s
intrinsic parameters are not fully known or their acquisition is
restricted, e.g., in simulated environments.

By only knowing the camera’s FOV and image resolution,
assuming the pinhole camera model, it was presented that our
IPM approach produces BEV from simulated camera images.
Additionally, our approach was tested on the images acquired
during a test run with EDI DbW Car [11], where the acquired
image preprocessing was done in order to remove the barrel
lens distortions before applying the IPM approach.

Furthermore, a BEV-based extendable perception fusion
concept has been suggested, where multiple BEV images are
fused into a coherent two-dimensional image to incorporate
results of the semantic segmentation and other perception
algorithms. Upon this concept it is proposed that data from
other sensors could be fused in order to acquire more robust
deduction of the surrounding environment and to reliably use
the BEV image for path planning and control of the vehicle.

The algorithm has been implemented in an embedded
automotive platform - NVIDIA Drive PX2 - where it has been
tested in a simulated HiL setup and real-world environment.
The allocation and the application of the LUT for the reali-
sation of the IPM algorithm has been benchmarked in order
to evaluate the usage of the proposed approach in a real-time
system. While the usage of the LUT by itself has room for
more stringent demands on the amount of data to be processed,
the allocation of LUT itself is not suitable for real-time re-
calculation yet and has to be optimised.

The future work includes the enhancement of the BEV-
based perception concept with a real-time data of the vehicle’s
angle against the ground plane and complemented with percep-
tion modalities from semantic segmentation, object detection
and traffic analysis.
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